Optimize Your
Total Rewards Investments
and Maximize Higher
Perceived Value
In today’s global economy, the war to recruit and retain top talent is intensifying. Companies
continue to look for opportunities invest in ways that generate the greater return on its people
investments. Your Total Rewards play a key role in attracting, retain and motivating your critical
talent. Do you know ways to generate more value without investing more?

Use conjoint and optimization analysis to align employee preferences
to your business, financial, and market objectives



Optimize Total Rewards
investments



Align to business
objectives



Align to future market
competitiveness position



Align to current and
future workforce needs

Whether you hope to achieve Point 2 to optimize current investments and maximize the value of total
rewards, to achieve a state between Point 1 and 2 to increase value and find cost savings, the Total
Rewards Optimization approach will help you solve for various objectives

Top Ways
Companies
Use Total
Rewards
Optimization

Merger and acquisitions

1

• Harmonize programs, identify optimal program designs for new company
• Gather employee preferences on new designs relative to current state, and define
actions needed to transition employees from one plan to another

Long-term strategy

2

• Use efficient frontier analysis to inform your 2 to 3 year Total Rewards Strategy
• Link to your Employee Value Proposition
• Refine recruitment strategy

Increase employee value and manage costs

3

• Reduce total rewards cost or re-allocate costs from one program to another that
increase overall value to your employees and increase likelihood of achieving
performance based goals

4

• Test value of new designs and programs
• Consider a flexible program – define what’s core vs. programs where employees can
‘buy up’
• Identify valued programs by key workforce segments

Core vs. differentiators

Validate design considerations

5

• Take guessing out of how employees will react to program changes
• Forecast level of sensitivity of program changes
• Use to inform messaging about changes

Leadership
Business / talent priorities
EVP
Total Rewards
philosophy

Market

Demographic shifts

Competitive position of
total rewards
Differentiators and best
practices

Employee
Value and
Preferences

Design/Cost

Programs and practices
Utilization by program
Current vs. future spend targets

A Balanced
Set of Inputs
will Ensure a
Well-Aligned
Total Rewards
Strategy

A Simple Three Phased Process
P h as e I
~1 Month

Discover
Review of current
programs and practices
Leadership interviews
Employee focus groups
Conjoint survey design
Communication

P h as e I I
~1 Month

P h as e I I I
~1 to 2 Months

Design
Conjoint survey
administration
Demographic
segmentation

Execute

Optimization analysis
Results
Recommendations

Costing analysis

The Power of Data and Modeling to Define Your ROI of Total Rewards
Quantify the employee, market
and financial impact of one-off
program designs and packages
Use Aon‘s online proprietary
optimization dashboard to
model and scenario test
alternative program designs
and instantly see the
quantitative impact
Analyze various scenarios and
impact to different workforce
segments and demographics

3

FAQ
Q. What is conjoint?
A.

Respondents are asked to make forced trade-offs
between different elements. The results rank the
priority elements for individuals, specific employee
groups/segments, and the total population.

Q. How long does it take to complete?
A.

The online survey can be completed between 15–
20 minutes.

Q. Can we survey employees globally?
A.

Yes, the survey is custom designed to country
specific programs and market practices.

Q. When is the best time to run it?
A.

No one specific timing is best for every employer.
However, if you are planning to revise your EVP,
design a Total Rewards strategy or prepare a budget,
the survey results can provide valuable input.
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Q. What kind of questions can I expect in the survey?
A.

We ask questions to measure the value and perceptions
of the current Total Rewards package, and the 'trade off'
questions that test specific design options that you
would consider implementing in the future.

Q. How can I use the results?
A.

The results can be used in budgeting, as an input to
EVP/Total Rewards program design, to help you decide
on actions to attract and retain key talent groups (for
example, digital talent), or as an input to employee
engagement program design.

Q. Will I get benchmark data?
A.

At Aon, we have unmatched market data on total rewards,
along with data on employee preferences from around
the world.
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